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Daily fantasy sports is significantly different than traditional fantasy sports and requires unique

strategies and skills. This comprehensive strategy guide covers the essential strategies, thought

processes, and math used by top daily fantasy sports players. Learn how to accurately project

player fantasy scores and use those projections to draft an optimal fantasy team. Understand the

different types of fantasy leagues offered, which ones will work best for you individually as a player,

and how to adjust your fantasy team based on the size and type of league you are entering.

Discover how to increase your profitability through advanced opponent selection by specifically

targeting weak competition. Find ways to minimize website fees by understanding how rake is

calculated and taking advantage of freerolls, overlays, bonuses, and promotions to increase your

profitability. Learn how to keep records of your play so you can measure your success,

systematically improve your skill, and manage your bankroll. Sport specific strategies for fantasy

football, baseball, basketball, and hockey are also covered. Nothing is held back in this ultimate

strategy guide from the founder of the first modern daily fantasy sports website.
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"Essential Strategies for Winning at Daily Fantasy Sports" is an excellent introductory primer to the



new "daily" fantasy sports phenomena. Due to the newness of daily fantasy sports, there are few, if

any, other books that educate the reader in the unique rules and strategies of most daily fantasy

sports (football, baseball, basketball, hockey) and noting critical differences between daily and

traditional fantasy sports competitive strategies.After a short introduction to put everything into the

appropriate context, the author quickly moves to the meat of the book and that is teaching a number

of strategies to enable the reader to win consistently and profit in daily fantasy sports. Even though

the book contains dozens of mathematical or "quant" strategies, perhaps its most useful

recommendation is always emphasizing that playing daily fantasy sports is a combination of both

"science" and "art", and continuously reminding the reader to "not to lose sight of the forest for the

proverbial mathematical trees," as the book convincingly points out success will always involve a

combination of both.If there is one small shortcoming, it's that the author doesn't make available a

download version (in Excel perhaps) of all the formulas used in the book. However, this criticism is

very minor as the formulas are very straightforward and should be simple for anyone with even the

most basic understanding of Excel or other spreadsheets to easily replicate for personal use.To

conclude, I highly recommend this book and if the author is reading this review hope to see a

follow-up to this book containing more advanced strategies!!

For anybody who is serious about daily fantasy sports, this book is recommended for you. It has

everything you need in order to start winning money(if you can become a profitable player). This

book has me motivated to improve in every aspect of my game.

Very good read for beginners and seasoned players of fantasy sports. I'm a beginner, so a lot of the

language and concepts are new to me. The mathematics can be a bit cumbersome unless you're

good at math. The writer did not make it clear whether or not there are other ways to gathering the

fantasy projections through other methods. It may take a few readings to really get a clear

understanding of his methods. However, if you are serious about playing fantasy sports, and getting

better at playing, then this book is worth reading multiple times.

This is a great book for beginning DFS players. I really like the concise explanation on how to create

your own projection model. Makes me think this book should be worth more than what it's currently

priced in. The book gives you a bit of history of the DFS and then goes to a lot of info such as

projection models to Meta game stuff. It has game-type and sport-specific advice too. This is truly a

super system.



It was a good introduction to daily fantasy sports. I feel that it accomplished what it set out to do.

This book doesn't go deep into the individual sports but does have some great summaries and

useful tips.

I got this book thinking there would be some good strategy idea for each sport. There wasn't. It's

chock full of information on how fantasy sports got its start, the progression of DFS, laws and rules,

and the future of DFS. Lots of information that you could find on the Internet for free. Tons and tons

of information across multiple pages that does nothing to help you "Beat DFS". But when you you

get to the strategy section for each sport,.. Maybe a page and a half of basic strategy. Absolulty

useless. I asked for my money back!!

I really enjoyed this book. The author gives actionable advice on ways to improve your Daily

Fantasy Sports skills in a very clear manner. If you have never played Daily Fantasy Sports before

or are coming from a season long perspective, this is a great book to pick up. Along with all of the

great strategy advice, the author also includes a very interesting section on the history of the DFS

industry.

This book covers all things for daily fantasy including its history, how these games are legal, and

strategies on lineup building. The author even includes calculations around player evaluation. All in

all highly recommended!
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